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war he wrote an article which was featured in one of our biggest magazines and

saying that now that Russia had been attacked and the great communistic experiment

was in danger , it was America's duty to get tc into the war as quickly as possible

to protect Russia. I disappointed him oe once ve rather badkly I think, I was in

a course of current problems with him, and I ad- expressed great interest in developments

in Russia which -plea pleased him greatly and I made quite a sit- study of developments

in Russia, and I read the magazines of Soviet Russia at length and stude-e-t-ud4eft

studied into its detail and wrote a paper, a lo-paper longer paper than anybody else

in the class and he was very pleased that I did it, but when I got to the end of the paper

and proved that in Russia in order to keep the system going they had to bring back in

elements of free enterprise, hre- here and there -the that had been the only way to keep
that

the -t'-if1 thing going at we-s- all was the new economic policy/ %ey called it for a while

until they got the thing moving again and then they took the eer-d leaders of the new

economic policy and they liquidated them, but when I brought these ± fact out , x he

was a little disappointed, because he . . what he was trying to get across, and you

know, our nation has been affected from top to bottom by this attitude, this-efttact

context of most of of- our educational institutions. I wonder how many of you -hev

happened to see ana article in Life Magazine a few years ago about that noted historian

I head ____give a talk at oynby give a report at in which he

asked , How impottant will the work of Christ be considered in the year ]9&6-a94

2950. Howe important in 4950. And it sounded as if it would be more and more important

--but I-i.- Life Magazine had a poem which he wrote in which he said I revere the great

Persian marriage, tI w- wonderful goddess Venus, the greatees- goddess

and he went on and named the goddesses ... He-e4d-aM1- went on showing this beautiful
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